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TEARS OFF WALLPAPER

ONLY THE BEST

CLIENTS

AWARDS

THE SKY’S THE LIMIT
Flexibility, mobility and sustainability are the pillars of MOVISI. The German
company was founded in 2009 and specialises in manufacturing modular
and multifunctional furniture such as partition systems, modular shelving and
seating furniture for offices, home offices, modern homes, fairs, events and
other environments where flexible or temporary solutions are needed.
Assembly requires no tools or special expertise, and can be carried out by
just one person in a matter of minutes. Being lightweight and easy to handle
Movisi furniture cuts down on transport and construction costs.
Movisi works with some of today‘s hottest designers to create furniture that
reflects your individuality.
The collection brims with products that permit the user to ‘design’ their own
compositions.
The light bright practicality of Movisi furniture is bound to energise you, and
those around you.
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QUALITY &
& SUSTAINABILITY
SUSTAINABILITY
FIRST
QUALITY
SUST
AINABILITY FIRST
There is no substitute for quality. This is why we only use carefully selected
materials that fit with our philosophy, which is to provide you with creative
freedom and flexibility. Movisi wants to secure good quality as well as take
on social responsibility. This is why our products are manufactured in
Germany and adhere to strict ecological and socially-responsible production
methods.
But quality means even more at Movisi. From research to final product, we
monitor every step of our design, manufacturing and marketing processes to
provide the finest quality product and most rewarding customer experience
for you.
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anthracite

available colours

Design: ZNAK, Aldo Kroese, Studio Hausen

TEARS OFF WALLPAPER
TEARS OFF is a modular wallpaper. The innovative wallpaper is created with a specially designed perforation. By
tearing off pieces of the wallpaper, you can create your own
unique space. The colour and texture underneath the wallpaper will become a significant element within the design.
Tearing off pieces of the wallpaper is an easy and creative
process.

SIZE AND MATERIALS
Dimensions of 1 sheet: H 1000 mm x W 465 mm
Material: Vinyl coating on a non woven backing
Flammability: European Class : B-s2 -d0EN 13501-1
Lightfastness: ≥ 7 international woolscale / BS1006;
ISO 105-B02; DIN 54004

Awards
Best New Product, I.D. Magazine
Certificate of Excellence in Materials, Material ConneXion
Best Product, Heimtextil Frankfurt
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white
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TEARS OFF WALLPAPER

ABOUT MOVISI

SUSTAINABILITY & DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
Sustainable furniture production
We are always working on minimizing our business operations‘
impact on the environment. MOVISI products adhere to strict
ecological and socially responsible production methods. MOVISI
furniture is 100% recyclable, entirely toxin- free and 100% made
in Germany.
Green power: our offices and our warehouse are powered by
100% green electricity from Greenpeace. 100% free of CO2
emissions. Power/electricity is mostly generated from eco-friendly
hydropower.
Minimal packaging: MOVISI furniture is very light in weight: this
means that CO2 emissions are reduced during transport as less
fuel is needed to move the goods. We avoid unnecessary packaging. Our goal is to keep waste towards zero. This is why we only
use cardboard boxes for packaging our modular furniture. No
additional packaging and padding material is being used.
Lightweight transport: our furniture is very light in weight: this
means that CO2 emissions are reduced during transport as less
fuel is needed to move the goods.
Light, flexible and customisable
We think that everyone should have more choices when it comes
to the character of their home decor or office environment.
Our aim is to offer you endless interior design possibilities.
MOVISI does not dictate a style, but rather allows you to establish
your own personal style with furniture that you can customise and
change as it suits you. The results can be unexpected, individual and dynamic. You are in control.The furniture changes with a
whim, and with minimum effort. The results can be as surprising
and evocative as your own imagination - furniture that adapts to
your needs. The interchangeable components make the furniture
dynamic and responsive to changing needs. These characteristics
combine to make MOVISI one of the world‘s most unique range of
furnishings available anywhere today.
Visit www.movisi.com
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